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a b s t r a c t 

With the advantage of low etendue and no efficiency droop, phosphor-converted white laser diode (pc-WLD) 

has been a very promising candidate in future high-luminance solid-state lighting. To obtain high brightness, 

the blue laser beam is usually collimated or focused onto a yellow phosphor layer, which may result in poor 

angular color uniformity (ACU). In this study, we observed the blue spot and yellow ring phenomenon of the 

transmissive pc-WLD, which is attributed to the mismatch between the focused intensity distribution of the blue 

light and the divergent intensity distribution of the yellow light. Then, we proposed a secondary optics consisting 

of a parabolic reflector coupled with a freeform lens to enhance the ACU by collimating all the rays emitting 

from the phosphor, which is located at the focus of the reflector. Through this design, we achieved the match 

of the intensity distribution of the blue and yellow lights, resulting in a high ACU of 0.85 with a view angle of 

± 10° by simulation. Moreover, the luminance of the pc-WLD can be enhanced by about four times using this 

method. Finally, we fabricated a prototype of the designed secondary optics and validated the effectiveness of 

the proposed method in achieving small-divergent-angle uniform illumination with enhanced luminance of the 

transmissive pc-WLD. 
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. Introduction 

Phosphor-converted white light-emitting diode (pc-WLED) has dom-

nated the solid-state lighting (SSL) industry in the last decade [1–3] .

owever, LED has been known to suffer from the efficiency droop un-

er high current density [4] , which limits the attainable output flux

er chip area. As an alternative option of SSL, laser diode (LD) exhibits

ven higher wall-plug efficiency under high current density [5] . More-

ver, LD possesses low etendue due to the directional radiation pattern

f laser beam and small light-emitting area [6–8] . The mentioned two

oints makes the LD a promising candidate in the future high-power and

igh-luminance SSL [9] . 

The most common way of achieving white illumination is to use a

lue LD to excite a yellow phosphor, which is also called phosphor-

onverted white laser diode (pc-WLD). There has been two types of pc-

LD, namely the transmissive type [10–15] and the reflective type [16–

8] . These two types are defined according to the relative direction of

he output white light to the incident blue light [18] . Between them,

he transmissive pc-WLD has gained wide adoption with compact size

nd simple packaging structure. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a typical

ransmissive pc-WLD consisting of a blue LD, a collimating lens, and
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Fig. 1. The schematic of a typical transmissive pc-WLD. The rays marked in 

blue, red, and black denote the incident laser light, forward scattering light, 

and backward scattering light, respectively. 
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W  
 yellow phosphor plate [19] . The blue light emitting from LD is first

ollimated by the collimating lens to obtain high optical density and

hus high luminance. Then, the collimated blue light incidents onto the

hosphor plate, which is typically YAG: Ce phosphor. In this process,

art of blue light is absorbed by the phosphor particles and then down-

onverted into yellow light, and the rest of blue light is scattered without

eing absorbed and transmitted through the phosphor plate. Eventually,

he combination of the transmitted yellow light and blue light leads to

hite light on the receiver [18] . 

In this configuration, the transmitted blue and yellow lights may ex-

ibit very different spatial intensity distribution, because the blue light

s focused with small divergent angle but the yellow light is scattered

sotropically in all direction. This raise a question that the angular color

niformity (ACU) of the transmissive pc-WLD may be very poor, result-

ng in visual discomfort in some typical laser-based lighting applications,

.g., the vehicle headlamp and laser projector. Considering this issue has

een rarely studied, it’s worthy to give a deep understanding of the an-

ular color performance of pc-WLD. In addition, the forward scattering

ight is usually used for illumination for the transmissive pc-WLD, but

he backward scattering light is wasted, resulting in a reduction in out-

ut flux and efficiency. 

The secondary optics design may be a potential solution to the men-

ioned problems by re-distributing the spatial intensity. To enhance

CU, researchers have already proposed some types of freeform lens

o achieve uniform illumination of pc-WLED [20,21] . But for transmis-

ive pc-WLD, there has been very few studies. Recently, George et al.

ave expanded the focused blue laser beam using an expanded lens to

xcite a large-area phosphor [12] . By using this method, they obtained

 high ACU but the luminance is decreased, which is against the unique

dvantage of the high-luminance illumination using LD. Also, Yang et al.

ave applied a diffuser to obtain a large-angle uniform illumination but

he luminance is sacrificed [13] . An alternative way may be focusing

he yellow light to simultaneously enhance ACU and luminance. To re-

se the backward scattering lights, a reflector, which is a very common

ptics in lighting design, can easily reflect them back into the forward

irection. 

In this work, aimed at improving ACU and luminance of the transmis-

ive pc-WLD, we presented a secondary optics consisting of a parabolic

eflector and a freeform lens to focus the yellow light and collect back-

ard scattering light by collimating all the rays emitting from the phos-

hor. First, the poor angular color performance of the transmissive was
e  

p  

15 
nvestigated using optical simulation. Then, the secondary optics de-

ign method was illustrated. Next, the optical performance, including

he spatial CCT distribution and luminance, of the pc-WLD integrated

ith the designed optics was evaluated by simulation, followed by the

tudy of size parameter effect. Finally, we fabricated a prototype of the

resented optics and experimentally validated the method by measuring

he ACU and luminance. 

. Problem statement 

In this section, we evaluate the spatial intensity distribution of the

ransmissive pc-WLD using the Monto-Carlo ray-tracing simulation. The

imulation method is illustrated simply as follows. A commercial LD

L450P1600MM, Thorlabs) is used in this work to excite the phosphor

late. The peak wavelength of LD is 450 nm. The LD is modeled as a

rid source with Gaussian spatial intensity distribution with the FWHM

ivergent angles of 23° and 7° along fast axis and slow axis, respectively.

he collimating lens (A110TM-A, Thorlabs) is constructed according to

he files provided by the manufacturer. The phosphor plate is a mixture

f YAG: Ce phosphor particles and a binder material with corresponding

efractive index of 1.80 and 1.53, respectively. The absorption coeffi-

ients and scattering coefficients with varying phosphor concentrations

re obtained from the Mie theory [22] . The quantum efficiency of the

hosphor is assumed to be 0.85. In the simulation, two wavelengths are

raced separately, which are 450 nm and 555 nm representing the blue

D light and the down-converted yellow light, respectively. The details

f the necessary parameters and simulation process of the YAG: Ce phos-

hor can be found in our previous work [22,23] . 

Fig. 2 shows the simulated spatial intensity distribution of the blue

nd yellow lights emitting from the phosphor in the forward direction.

t can be seen that the emitted blue light exhibits a Gaussian distribution

ith a FWHM divergent angle of 6.4° But the emitted yellow light has

 totally different distribution from the emitted blue light. There is a

alley in the middle for the yellow light intensity distribution curve and

he FWHM divergent angle (116°) is much higher than that of emitted

lue light, which is attributed to the isotropic scattering characteristic

f the converted yellow light. In addition, the maximum intensity of the

mitted yellow is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than

hat of the emitted blue light. In this case, the big mismatch between the

patial intensity distributions of the blue and yellow lights will result in

ery poor spatial color quality, hindering the development of the pc-

LDs in lighting applications where high angular color uniformity is

ssential. Apart from the poor color mixing effect, there is also another

roblem need to be addressed. For the transmissive pc-WLD, the output
Fig. 2. The simulated spatial intensity distribution of the blue and 

yellow lights of the transmissive pc-WLD. 
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Fig. 3. The transformation of the mismatch between the 

light distribution of the blue and yellow lights of the trans- 

missive pc-WLD into match of them by secondary optics, 

leading to enhanced angular color uniformity and lumi- 

nance for small divergent angle illumination. 
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ight in the forward direction is usually used for illumination and the

ackward scattering light is wasted, leading to lower optical efficiency

nd lower luminance. 

. Method definition 

.1. Method principle 

To enhance the poor angular color uniformity, the spatial intensity

f the blue and yellow lights needs to be re-distributed. Fig. 3 illustrates

he transformation of the mismatch between the blue and yellow lights

nto match of them by secondary optics. As stated above, for the trans-

issive pc-WLD, the blue light has narrow distribution and the energy

s focused in the small-angle region, whereas the yellow light has wide

istribution and the energy is distributed in the whole spatial region.

s a result, there is a blue spot in the middle and a yellow ring at the

dge of the illuminated area on the receiver, which is shown in Fig. 3 (a).

t’s natural to come up with two ways of re-distributing the intensities.

ne is expanding the blue light distribution and the other is narrowing

he yellow light distribution. However, the former method will decrease

he luminance. Hence, we choose the later method by simply focusing

he yellow light, in which case the blue spot and yellow spot on the re-

eiver are expected to match with each other and generate white spot,

s shown in Fig. 4 (b). This method is also expected to enhance the lumi-

ance by further lowering the etendue of the optical system. To make

he best of the scattering light, we can also use the secondary optics to

ollect the wasted backward scattering light energy, thus enhancing the

ptical efficiency of the pc-WLD. 

To achieve the desired result, we can simply design the secondary

ptics by beam collimation. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), a parabolic reflector

type 1) has been a simple way to collimate light emitting from the focus.

owever, limited by the finite size of the reflector, the light traveling

ithin small angle will exit directly without collimation. Researchers

ave combined the reflector with a freeform lens (type 2) to further

ollimate this part of light [24] , as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Even so, there

s also a waste of the backward scattering light in both cases. There-

ore, we further present a modified parabolic reflector coupled with a

reeform lens (type 3). In our design, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), the phos-

hor plate is located at the focus of the reflector, and there is a circular

ole at the bottom of the reflector allowing the collimated blue laser
16 
eam to excite the phosphor. The diameter of the hole is the same as

hat of the phosphor plate. It should be pointed out that the diffraction

ffect is not considered when the laser beam passes through the circu-

ar hole because the ratio of the laser wavelength to the diameter of

he hole is quite small. When the incident blue light hits the phosphor,

ight will exit from the phosphor in all direction because of scattering.

he light can be divided into three parts, namely the forward scatter-

ng light in small angle, the forward scattering light in large angle, and

he backward scattering light, which are designed to be collimated by

he freeform lens, upper parabolic surface, and lower parabolic surface,

espectively. 

.2. Constructing the secondary optics 

In this section, we introduce the way of constructing the proposed

econdary optics, including the modified parabolic reflector and the

reeform lens. Both of them possess rotationally symmetric property and

an be reduced to a two-dimensional design problem. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the parabola of the modified parabolic reflector. We

rst build a Cartesian coordinate system and the origin is located at the

hosphor, which is also the focus of the reflector. It should be noted that

he relative size of the phosphor to the reflector has to be small enough

o assume the phosphor as a point source. Fortunately, benefiting from

he collimated laser beam pattern, the diameter of the phosphor plate

an be very small, making the point-source assumption feasible. The

arabola can be expressed by the following equation: 

 = 𝑥 2 ∕4 𝑓 − 𝑓 (1)

here f denotes the focal length. There is another parameter character-

zing the parabola, namely the critical angle 𝜃c , which is defined as the

ngle between the y-axis and the line from the origin to the vertex of

he parabola. Lights traveling along the forward direction with view an-

le larger than 𝜃c will be reflected on the parabola and then exit being

ollimated. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the schematic of the 2D structure of the freeform

ens. The bottom of the lens is a planar surface and the upper is a

reeform surface to be designed. The freeform surface design can be

lso reduced to design a freeform curve. As shown in Fig. 7 , the inci-

ent ray ⃖ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑂 𝐴 1 is refracted to ⃖ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗A 1 𝐵 1 by the planar surface, and then ⃖ ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗A 1 𝐵 1 
s refracted by the freeform curve, and the output ray is collimated.
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Fig. 4. The schematic and representative light path of three types of secondary optics for beam collimation: (a) type 1 – parabolic reflector, (b) type 2 – parabolic 

reflector coupled with a freeform lens, and (c) type 3 – the modified parabolic reflector couple with a freeform lens. 

Fig. 5. The schematic of the parabola of the modified parabolic reflector. 
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Fig. 6. The schematic of the 2D structure of the freeform lens. 
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ccording to the Snell’s law, for the freeform curve, the incident ray

nd the refracted ray satisfies the following equation [25] : 

1 + 𝑛 2 − 2n 
(
⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑂𝑢𝑡 ⋅ ⃖⃖⃖⃗𝐼𝑛 

)]1∕2 
�⃗� = 

⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑂𝑢𝑡 − 𝑛 ⃖⃖ ⃖⃗𝐼𝑛 (2)

here ⃖ ⃖⃖⃗𝐼𝑛 and ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑂𝑢𝑡 are the unit vector of the incident ray and output ray,

espectively. Because the output ray is designed to be collimated, ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑂𝑢𝑡 is

qual to be {0, 1}. �⃗� is the unit normal vector of the freeform curve at

he refraction point, and n is the ratio of the refractive index of the lens

 1 to the surrounding air n 0 , which is about 1.0. We also plot another
17 
ight path passing through points A 2 and B 2 to illustrate the process of

esigning the freeform curve. It’s assumed that the distance between B 1 

nd B 2 is very small and they share the same tangent plane T of the

reeform curve. Once the point B 1 is known, T can be further obtained

ased on Eq. (2) and B 2 can be calculated as the intersection point of

angent plane T and the incident ray ⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃖⃗A 2 𝐵 2 . Using the same method, other

oints can be iteratively obtained and the freeform curve can be fitted
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Fig. 7. The 3D structure of the modified parabolic reflector-coupled freeform 

lens. 
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y applying the lofting method. The details of designing the freeform

urve can be found in our previous study [25] . 

After obtaining the parabola and freeform curve, we construct the

D structure of the modified parabolic reflector-coupled freeform lens

y rotating the 2D curves along the symmetrical axis. As shown in

ig. 7 , the presented optics consists of not only the designed reflec-

or and freeform lens, but also other two mounting parts, namely the

hosphor mount and the lens mount. The reflector is designed with an

nner paraboloid and a cylindrical shape outside for the convenience

f operation. It can be seen that the phosphor mount is supported by

he paraboloid and the phosphor plate is mounted in the middle of

he phosphor mount. The lens mount, whose inner and outer surface

re both spherical surfaces, is positioned on the upper surface of the

hosphor mount and is used to support the freeform lens. It should

e noted that both the phosphor mount and lens mount need to have

igh visible light transmittance in order to reduce the light loss due to

bsorption. 

.3. Simulation results 

In this section, the optical performance of the transmissive pc-WLD

ntegrated with the designed optics is evaluated using the simulation

ethod presented above. The paraboloid is set to be a mirror surface

ith a reflectivity of 0.95. The material of the freeform lens, lens mount,
Fig. 8. (a) The spatial intensity of the blue and yellow lights and (b) the

18 
nd phosphor mount is PMMA with the refractive index of 1.49 and a

igh transmission of 0.95 at visible wavelength. The output light along

he forward direction is collected by a receiver, which is 1.0 m away

rom the phosphor plate and has a size of 3.0 m ×3.0 m. In the simula-

ion, the phosphor plate has a diameter of 1.0 mm and a thickness of

.6 mm. 

Fig. 8 (a) shows the comparison of the spatial intensity distributions

f the blue and yellow lights applying three types of optics. Compared

ith the divergent distribution of the yellow light presented in Fig. 2 ,

he transformed yellow light distribution exhibits similar Gaussian dis-

ribution with blue light, demonstrating the effectiveness of the beam

ollimation in enhancing the color mixing effect of transmissive pc-WLD.

hese three types can all achieve the intensity match and the main dif-

erence lies in that the absolute value of the yellow light intensity. Com-

ared with type 1, type 2 possesses higher yellow light intensity at small

ngle because the part of light without being collimated by type 1 is col-

imated by the freeform lens of type 2, contributing to higher intensity

t small angle. Compared with type 2, type 3 has higher intensity at

he whole view angles due to the collection of the backward scattering

ight. The spatial intensity ratio of the yellow light to the blue light,

hich is also called Y/B ratio, determines the angular correlated color

emperature distribution [3] . Fig. 8 (b) plots the CCT distribution ver-

us view angle of three optics. It should be noted that only view angles

arying from − 10° to 10° are plotted because there is no light outside

his region, which can be seen in Fig. 8 (a). For three types, the CCT

istributions are similar, namely the CCT in the middle is higher than

hat at the edge. Compared with other two types, type 3 has the flat-

est distribution. The CCT deviations of three types over the view an-

le are 1570 K, 1133 K, and 734 K, respectively. We define the angular

olor uniformity (ACU) as the ratio of the minimum CCT to maximum

CT in the whole view angle. The obtained ACU of these three types

re 0.71, 0.77, and 0.85, respectively. Therefore, type 3 can effectively

chieve small-divergent-angle uniform illumination for the transmissive

c-WLD. 

We also evaluate the output optical power and the intensity of the

hite light on the receiver. As shown in Fig. 9 , the reference group

enotes the pc-WLD without secondary optics. It can be seen that the

lue optical power remains almost unchanged for three cases, whereas

he yellow optical power of other three types is obviously higher than

hat of the reference case. This finding indicates that the secondary op-

ics is mainly re-distributing the intensity distribution of yellow light

rom large view angle to small view angle. Among these cases, bene-

tting from reusing the backward scattering light, type 3 has the high-

st yellow optical power as well as the total optical power. Similarly,

ype 3 also possesses the highest intensity. Compared with the refer-

nce case, the average and maximum intensity are increased by 4.0
 spatial CCT distribution of the pc-WLD using three types of optics. 
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Fig. 9. The comparison of (a) the optical power of the blue light, yellow light, and total light; (b) the average and maximum intensity of the total light for the 

reference case without optics, and other cases using three types of optics. 

Fig. 10. Effect of the critical angle 𝜃c on the spatial intensity, spatial CCT, maximum intensity, and whole size of the presented optics. 
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imes and 3.5 times by applying type 3 optics, respectively. Considering

he light-emitting area is fixed, the source luminance is proportional to

he intensity. Therefore, the presented modified parabolic reflector in-

egrated with the freeform lens can greatly enhance the luminance of

he transmissive pc-WLD. 

In the following, we discuss the effects of two key size parameters of

he presented optics, namely the critical angle 𝜃c and the focal length

 , on the spatial intensity distribution, spatial CCT distribution, maxi-

um intensity, and whole size including the aperture diameter D and
19 
he height of the optics H , as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 10 shows the effect of

he critical angle. As 𝜃c increases from 30° to 45°, the blue light intensity

istribution remains almost unchanged and the yellow light intensity

eeps decreasing, corresponding to a decreasing Y/B ratio and an in-

reasing CCT in the small-angle region shown in Fig. 10 (b). In addition,

he rise of 𝜃c will decrease the maximum intensity. In this case, lower 𝜃c 

s more favorable in terms of higher color uniformity and higher lumi-

ance. However, as shown in Fig. 10 (d), when 𝜃c is small, the diameter

nd height of the whole optics is higher, which is against the trend of
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Fig. 11. Effect of the focal length f on the spatial intensity, spatial CCT, maximum intensity, and whole size of the presented optics. 
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Fig. 12. Photograph of the assembly of the fabricated reflector and freeform 

lens. The upper inset shows the enlarge figure of the assembly of the lens and 

phosphor, and the lower inset shows the phosphor plate mounted in the phos- 

phor mount. 
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t  
eveloping compact white light sources. Fig. 11 shows the effect of the

ocal length. As the focal length increases from 5 mm to 10 mm, the yel-

ow light intensity keeps rising, corresponding to a decreasing CCT in

he small-angle area shown in Fig. 11 (b). The higher focal length will

lso lend to higher intensity and the whole size of the optics. It can be

ound that the focal length and the critical angle have opposite effects.

s a whole, larger optics has better ACU and higher luminance. This is

ainly attributed to two factors. On the one hand, the relative size of

he phosphor plate is smaller as the size of the optics increases, in which

ase the extended source effect is reduced. On the other hand, there is

ight deflection and total reflection loss when the backward scattering

ight is reflected back onto the freeform lens and lens mount. The rise

f the size of the reflector will reduce the light reflection effect and to-

al reflection loss. In practical application, the tradeoff between them

hould be evaluated in advance to gain the best benefits. 

. Experimental validation 

Finally, we fabricated a porotype of the secondary optics to validate

he above findings. The critical angle and focal length are respectively

et to be 45° and 5 mm taking precedence to the volume of the optics.

s shown in Fig. 12 , the reflector is made of aluminum alloy and the

nner surface is treated by the vacuum aluminum plating technology to

aintain a high reflectivity. The diameter and height of the reflector

re 48 mm and 29 mm, respectively. The material of the freeform lens,

ens mount, and phosphor mount is PMMA. The phosphor plate with

 diameter of 1 mm is positioned in the right middle of the phosphor

ount. The assembling of the lens, phosphor plate and reflector is same

s the design shown in Fig. 7 . 

Then, the spatial CCT distribution of the transmissive pc-WLD with-

ut and with the fabricated optics are measured using a spectropho-

ometer (XYC-I, Enci Co. Ltd.) and the results are shown in Fig. 13 . For
20 
he pc-WLD without optics, there is a blue spot on the middle of the

lluminated area corresponding to a very high CCT ( > 10,000 K) in the

iew angle ranging from − 10° to 10°. There is almost yellow light (yel-

ow ring) in the surrounding of the blue spot, corresponding to the low

CT ( < 4000 K) in the large view angle. This indicates the color mix-

ng effect is very bad and very little white light is generated in this

egion. After applying the optics, the illumined spot is significantly de-

reased and the measured view angle is from − 10° to 10° due to the

ight collection. More importantly, there is a white spot corresponding

o a very flat CCT distribution. The CCT deviation (998 K) is obviously
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Fig. 13. The photograph of the illuminated spot and the spatial CCT distribution for the transmissive pc-WLD (a) without and (b) with secondary optics. 
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ower than that of the case without the optics ( > 10,000 K), demonstrat-

ng that the presented optics can achieve a uniform white illumination.

he ACU is measured to be 0.80, which is smaller than the simulated

alue. It is mainly attributed to the assembly error and the mismatch

etween the parameters used in the simulation and experiment. In ad-

ition, the maximum luminance of pc-WLD is measured by a spectral

adiance colorimeter (SRC-200M, Everfine), which is positioned to be

orizontal to the center of phosphor. It is observed that the measured

uminance is increased from 2.36 ×10 5 cd/m 

2 to 1.19 ×10 6 cd/m 

2 after

sing the fabricated optics. The enhancement is attributed to the re-

uced divergent angle. Therefore, the experimental results verifies that

he presented modified parabolic reflector coupled with freeform lens

an simultaneously achieve small-divergent angle uniform illumination

nd luminance enhancement of the transmissive pc-WLD. 

. Conclusions 

In this work, we found the blue spot and yellow ring phenomenon

f the transmissive pc-WLD corresponding to a very poor ACU due to

he mismatch of the spatial intensity distribution of the blue and yel-

ow lights. To tackle this problem, we presented a parabolic reflector-

oupled with a freeform lens to collimate all the rays emitting from the

hosphor. The method of constructing the reflector and the freeform lens

as illustrated. It’s found by the simulation that the divergent intensity

istribution of the blue light was transformed into a focused intensity

istribution, whereas the focused intensity distribution of the blue light

xhibited only a slight change. In this case, we achieved the intensity

atch and obtained a high ACU of 0.85 with a view angle of ± 10°. In

ddition, the luminance of the pc-WLD was significantly enhanced by

early four times using the optics due to the collection of the backward

cattering light and reduced divergent angle. The effects of the size pa-

ameters of the optics were studied and it was found that there was

 trade-off between small volume and high ACU. These findings were

nally verified by experiments. Therefore, the presented secondary op-

ics may facilitate the development of the high-ACU and high-luminance

hosphor-converted laser-based white light source. 
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